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A force of U-boatS estimated to number between 25 and 30, which had

concentratedin a North Atlantic shipping lane some weeks ago, Was subjected to

such relentless assaults by surface escorts of the Royal Navy and by aircraft
of Coastal Command that the enemy was denied an opportunity to launch even

one attack 'against ,a large and valuable eastbound convoy.

The,.,successful, passage of the entire convoy was ,an outstanding achieve-

ment because the,; enemy force-had been built up over a period for the purpose
■of launching a major attack.

Dense fog and ice-bergs, encountered during part of the passage, formed

additional hazards for both escorts and convoy. As the weather cleared, air

cover was provided during daylight hours and in bright moonlight at night by
aircraft of Coastal Command operating at groat distances, from their bases in

the : United Kingdom and in Iceland, . . - ■

The-battle opened just before dawn when, in perfect weather, a Liberator

aircraft sighted throe U-boats on the surface. The aircraft,'.concentrated its

attack on one of the enemy, which - is - considered .to have; been -sunk.'

■Meanwhile, the aircraft had signalled the positions of the other two

U-boats to the convoy’'surface escorts under the command of Commander Peter

Gretton, D.S.O,, O.B.E., D.S,,C.
,

R.N,, in the destroyer H.M.S. DUNCAN.

During the ensuing search, the frigate H.M.S, TAY (Lieut. Commander

R.E, Sherwood., R, N.R,) '"sighted a.U-boat, which she pursued and attacked,

forcing the enemy to submerge in .a crash-dive, Shortly "afteryards the Corvette

H.M.S, SNOWFLAKE (Lieut, Chesterman D.S, C.,, R.N.R,) sighted another

. U-boat' .proceeding at periscope-depth raid, with H.M. S,DUNCAN* carried out a

series of determined and skilful attacks with depth-charges. The explosions

brought large quantities of oil welling from the U-boat, which, it is ■

considered, may have been destroyed,

-The battle developed in intensity as the corvettes H,M.S, PINK (Lieut,
R. Atkinson, D. S.C.

,
R.N.R.) and H.M.S, SUNFLOWER (Lieut. Cdr. J, Plomer,

R,C,N,V,R,), acting in co-operation with the aircraft, chased two other

U-boats and drove them off, .*■■■'

Meanwhile about 15 miles away from the convoy look-outs in the crows -

nests of the frigates NEAR (Cdr, B. Wheeler, R.D., R.N.R.) and H.M.S,

JED (Lieut,Cdr. R, C. Freakor, D,S,0,, R.D,, R.N.R.) had sighted two U-boats

travelling towards the convoy. As both ships altered course and proceeded
towards the enemy at full speed, -one of the U-boats fired torpedoes. They

passed harmlessly between the frigates.

Both U-boats quickly submerged, but H.M.S. JED regained contact with

one of the enemy and in company with the cutter H.M.S. SENNEN (Lieut, Cdr,

F.,H, Thornton, R.N.R,) carried out a sustained counter-attack.

The detonations of the depth-charges wore followed by a series of

muffled urter-water explosions. Later, the ships* companies in H.M.S, JED

and H.M.S SENNEN sighted extensive patches of oil interspersod -with large

pieces of splintered wood, cloth, paper and other wreckage. This U-boat

is also considered to have been destroyed.
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During this time it was estimated that no fewer than 20 U-boats were still

in contact with the convoy, although disposed at cautious distances from it.

Several of the enemy ultimately made attempts to approach but they were quickly

intercepted and engaged by Liberator aircraft, within a few hours the aircraft

made five attacks on U-boats, which were all forced to turn away.

Night brought no respite in the battle, aircraft continued to give the

convoy cover in strength and just before dawn surface escorts detected one U-boat

about six miles on the port quarter and another far cut on the starboard quarter*

H.M.S. JED and H.M.S. SPEY (Car, H.G. Boys-Smith, D.S.O,, D*S,C*, H*D.,

R, N, R,) each attacked one of the enemy with depth charges and both submarines

were driven off.

Dawn found the surface escorts still interposed between the convoy and the

U-boats, with aircraft carrying out wide offensive sweeps in the vicinity*

During the following day Liberator aircraft made five more attacks on Ü-

boats. While the full results of these various attacks could not be observed,
the aircraft prevented the enemy from approaching within striking range of the

convoy.

By this time, the concerted and. determined assaults of both surface and air

escorts were having a discouraging effect on the U-boats, Although two were

sighted during the second night, both dived quickly in order to avert attack by

aircraft.

On the third day the discomfited enemy made no further attempt to close the

convoy and later it became evident that the surviving U-boats had lost touch.

Closely guarded by. H,M, Ships and under cover of a reinforced escort of

Sunderland and Portress aircraft, the entire convoy proceeded to its destination

without further incident.

The Coastal Command aircraft, which took part in the successful actions

were from’ Royal Air Force squadrons commanded by Wing Commanders G,C,C, Bartlett,

A.F,C., R,D, Williams, R, M, Longmere, O.B,E,, R.E.G, Van der Kiste, „D,S,O.,

R,B, Thomson, D,S,0,, P,E, Hadow and from a Royal Canadian Air Force squadron
commanded by ■ Wing Commander F,J. Rump,

The successful passage of this valuable convoy is a typical example of

co-operation and team-work between surface and air forces,.founded upon

combined study of the problem and careful training.
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